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SharrePoint Governa
G
nce

Micro
osoft SharePo
oint technolo
ogies offer an immense am
mount of power for an orgaanization, and
d harnessing this power is
the goal
g of every business thatt installs SharePoint.
But adoption
a
of th
he SharePointt technologiees can get outt of control without
w
proper governancee. In this articlle you'll learn
n
whatt governance is and learn about
a
Recentt SharePoint Articles
A
somee of items thatt you should consider for a SharePoint
techn
nologies goveernance plan.
Before delving intto the details of the specifiics of SharePo
oint governan
nce, it's impo
ortant to clariffy meaning an
nd to
undeerstand an overall approacch to governance that works well for orrganizations of
o all sizes.
Goveernance is deffined as "a method or systtem of govern
nment of man
nagement" (D
Dictionary.com
m). It is also defined
d
in
part on Wikipediaa.org as "… focused on info
ormation tech
hnology systeems and theirr performancee and risk management."
Goveernance is maanaging the deployment off information technologiess. Managing, like project management,
m
, is concerned
d
with the risks, thee costs, and th
he usefulnesss of the solution once it haas been createed. Thus wheen we define governance
g
we are attemptingg to manage risk, cost, and
d adoption.
We must
m strike a balance betw
ween these go
oals, seeking to
t find a man
nageable path
h which is neitther overly lo
oose nor
overlly tight. We cannot exercisse no governaance and havve broad adop
ption withoutt manageabiliity nor can wee exercise
heavvy governancee which elimin
nates adoptio
on.
Now that we undeerstand the purpose
p
of governance it's time to revieew categoriess that may bee important in
n your
ShareePoint govern
nance. They are:
a
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project an
nd Operationaal Managemeent
Developm
ment and Configuration
Infrastruccture
Operation
nal Concerns
Education
n and Trainingg
Navigation, Taxonomyy, and Search

The following
f
secttions drill into
o the details of
o each area and
a describe the specific items that you may want to
t include in
your governance plan. Each section contain
ns a table which indicates a name of a general
g
group
ping for the acctivities and
decissions, the speecific actions ("What
(
to do") and the reaasoning behin
nd the actions ("Why to do
o it"). The objjective here is
to prrovide you witth both a practical guide for creating yo
our governan
nce plan as weell as to enlighten you on the
t
backgground for th
he items so th
hat you can id
dentify additio
onal, organizaationally uniq
que, items thaat should be a part of yourr
governance plan.

Pro
oject and Operation
O
nal Manag
gement
Projeect and operaational managgement encom
mpasses trad
ditional projecct managemeent concerns as
a well as tho
ose concerns
which may be mo
ore formally described as operational
o
m
management
‐ as they referr to the ongoing managem
ment of the
platfo
orm and not to the projecct management associated
d with the inittial constructiion. In this seection we are concerned
with the initial construction an
nd those operrational itemss which need early decisions to promotte consistencyy.
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Project and Operational Management
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Communication

• Establish a communications plan that
includes:
1. Who will do the communications
2. When the communications will occur
3. What each communication will contain
4. How each communication will come
(i.e. email, hard copy document,
newsletter, etc.)
• Create central points of contact for those
who are not directly involved in the
governance.

Establishing an expectation as to what
communications will happen will help users
understand how to contact the project team
and what they can expect the communications
pattern to be. This improves the perceived
openness of the process and facilitates
adoption

Deployment
Process

• Define a process which will be used for inhouse developed and third party software
to be deployed to SharePoint platform or
platforms.

Defining the deployment process creates a
clear understanding for development teams on
what to expect if their software is to be
installed on the platform. This eliminates last
minute problems during deployment and
reduces the number of variations thus reducing
management costs.

Change
Management
Process

• Define how changes will be tracked,
cataloged, and approved
• Decide what repositories will hold older
versions of configuration, code, and
compiled components of the solution

Maintaining a high availability is essential to
adoption. Solid change (configuration)
management processes create better
availability. Consistency in approach,
approvers, and responsibilities encourage
ownership and better stability.

Cost Allocation

• Decide whether you will be allocating costs
back to business units or not
• If not - Consider where the costs should
be centered, often this is with costs
associated with email.
• If so - Consider what metrics you'll use for
the charge back: users: number of sites,
amount of storage, amount of activity, etc.

SharePoint governance in general, and
SharePoint technology platforms in particular
cost money. Governance in most cases implies
a centralized platform. Finding the funding to
pay for the centralized platform is an essential
and sometimes difficult task.

Sponsorship

• Establish a SharePoint Governance board
to review adoption and controls.
• Solicit executive champions to create the
right management attention to the value
of the initiative.
• Encourage business evangelists to share
the power of SharePoint with other
business leaders.

SharePoint technologies have the potential to
radically redefine the way software is
developed and projects are run - for the better.
However, if the management team doesn't
understand this and the users don't feel
excited about the possibilities that SharePoint
brings then the prospects for success are not
bright.

Roles and Teams

• Define clear roles and responsibilities for
the initiation of the SharePoint
technologies platforms as well as its
operation.
• Define strategic teams to address strategy
issues.
• Establish cross-functional problem
resolution teams to address complex
issues which arise.

Clearly defining roles and establishing formal
teams to address both the specific tasks which
arise and to evaluate cross functional problems
creates the structure necessary to complete
the initial development of the central platform
and to resolve issues that arise quickly.

Site and Platform
Classification

Create a classification by number of users and
longevity: enterprise, departmental, team,
project, and personal.
Create a classification by type of use: portal for
communications, application for tactical results,
and collaboration to facilitate team operations

Create a common understanding for the types
of SharePoint solutions the organization knows
how to do well and a vocabulary for speaking
with parts of the business about what is
needed.
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Service Level
Agreements

• Create a service level agreement around
the length of time and approvals
necessary to create a site.
• Establish service level agreements for
problem resolution through the help desk
• Negotiate performance service level
agreements for the first load of a site,
subsequent loads of a site, and
performance at remote locations

Establishing service level agreements drives
the understanding of the organization as to
what to expect. Service level agreements are a
commitment upon the part of the core team
that the systems will be available which can in
turn drive adoption.

Development and Configuration
SharePoint technologies significantly blur the line between what is development and what is configuration. This section
covers the items which are either software development or are configuration. These are essential parts of the
governance plan so that the solutions implemented on the platform are consistent.
Development and Configuration
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Branding

• Establish templates for what the
SharePoint sites will look like
• Determine which types of sites may be
modified and which may not
• Define which parts of the template may
be changed by site owners, and which
may not.

Establishing a core brand will not only make the
site seem to belong to the organization but will
promote better navigation and organization.
Defining which areas can and can not be
changed creates the flexibility necessary for
adoption.

Customization
Tools

• Define what customization tools will be
allowed.
• Communicate what actions will be
allowed and not allowed in the tool. (i.e.
unghosting)

Nearly every business unit within the
organization will want to place their stamp on
their site. The challenge is controlling this so
that their need for individuality doesn't hinder
maintainability.

Site Definitions
and Templates

• Establish guidelines for the development
of site definitions and mechanisms for
coordinating ID usage.
• Communicate policies for site template
deployment such as the requirements for
a globally installed template.

Site definitions and site templates have their
own unique challenges with regard to how to
manage them in a large environment. Clear
communication and decisions up front can
improve the ability to manage input from
multiple groups.

Source Code and
Build Control

• Determine if a central repository will be
required for all code installed on the
platform.
• Establish standards for building
components either on a centralized server
or as guidelines for building software.
• Communicate expectations as to
reference documentation (compiler
generated) and warnings (whether they
are allowed)

Source code is the essence of your
organizations enhancements to SharePoint.
Establishing a common set of expectations and
rules around the development of code will make
the maintenance process easier and will lead to
a more stable system.

On-going Source
Code Support

• Describe the responsibilities of business
unit for ongoing code support.

Defects will be found in code, sometimes long
after its initial deployment - understanding who
will address those defects is essential to the
long term survivability of the platform.

Development
Standards

• Establish guidelines for which assemblies
may be installed to the Global Assembly
Cache and which may not.
• Establish rules about the use of the
AllowPartiallyTrustedCallers attribute.

The security of the site is determined by what
code is allowed to run and with what
permissions. .NET's code access security and
the implications of GAC deployment are
important to maintaining a secure system.
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Infrastructure
While most infrastructure items can honestly be considered implementation details there are a few which will have a
significant impact on how you implement SharePoint and what the features will be available. The infrastructure items
outlined here are important for inclusion in your governance plan because their impact on the way the solution will be
used.
Infrastructure
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Firewalls

• Establish and communicate rules for
outbound connections from the web
servers for use by the Content editor web
part and RSS Viewer web part

Best practice is to not allow servers to access the
web directly. Further including content from a
third party site through a content editor web part
or through the RSS reader web part creates
exposure for cross site scripting attacks.
Controlling what sites can be linked to from these
tools is a security and operational concern.

Load Balancing

• Decide upon and communicate the load
balancing settings related to session
stickiness.

Developers must know if they are expected to
handle situations where a single session is
transferred between servers.

Environments

• Define the environments which will be
used to develop and test solutions in
SharePoint.
• Describe the actions which are expected
and those which are prohibited in each
environment
• Communicate policies for site template
deployment such as the requirements for
a globally installed template.

Defining the environments helps business users
and developers know what resources they have
available to test changes without impacting
production.

Operational Concerns
Operating a SharePoint environment, like any large scale web environment, has many components. The items listed
here are an important part of your SharePoint governance plan because they help to ensure that the system will remain
operational and because they set proper expectations with the business about the availability of SharePoint
technologies.
Operational Concerns
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Monitoring

• Establish monitoring at the server, site,
and SharePoint level
• Define responses to each type of failure
that may occur

Systems which are not available cannot be used
by users. Taking a layered approach to
monitoring the system encourages better
awareness of issues with the platform.

Uptime and
Downtime

• Define Scheduled downtime periods
• Communicate the procedure to report
unscheduled downtime or specific
performance issues
• Define response procedures to
unscheduled downtime

Establishing the periods of time which the
system will not be available is critical to allow
for patches to be applied. Communicating the
process for unscheduled downtime will calm
users when unscheduled downtime does occur.

Disaster
Recovery

• Plan for single file recovery (perhaps
using version control and the recycle bin)
• Plan for single or multiple site recovery
• Plan for server recovery
• Plan for geo-disaster recovery

Disasters will happen. It's not a question of if
but of when and how. Planning for them further
reinforces the commitment to the platform and
the instance that it will remain available.
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Data and
Documentation
Recovery

• Codify corporate records management
requirements into SharePoint.
• Define rules for archival of sites including
warnings and approvals

Quotas

• Establish storage quotas by site type
Storage management is the responsibility
• Establish a process for requesting a larger of everyone within the organization the
quota
establishment of technology supported

SharePoint technologies can help with the
records management issues associated with
maintaining too much - or too little information.
Defining how SharePoint will work aligns it with
the corporate governance.

guidelines can help to provide reasonable
control around disk space consumption.

Reporting

• Define required auditing reports
• Establish storage usage reports
• Develop activity based reporting for
administrators and business users

Reporting upon what has been done is essential
for various compliance needs. Developing user
reporting to report on activity and storage
create a necessary feedback loop for the
organization to understand the value that is
being derived from the SharePoint technologies
platform.

Education and Training
As adoption is an important measure of SharePoint governance success, education and training are important proactive
tools. Education and training not only explains the features that SharePoint technologies expose but it also helps users
understand real world solutions that they can create.
Education and Training
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Initial Training

• Acquire end user training and resources
• Acquire help desk training and resources
• Acquire administrator training and
resources
• Develop administrator policy guides which
describe organization specific policies
• Acquire developer training and resources
• Develop developer policy guides which
describe organization specific
development policies

Training both in the facilities and capabilities of
SharePoint as well as the policies that have
been defined by the organization is the most
important proactive step to ensuring the
consistency and manageability of the SharePoint
technologies platform.

Community
Development

• Create online forums where users can
support each other and ask questions.
• Create opportunities for face-to-face
learning in unstructured or semi
structured environments such as lunch
and learns or after hours discussions.

Some kinds of information doesn't communicate
well through structured training. The context
necessary for users to understand how to apply
it in their environment is sometimes best
created through users talking with each other
about the kinds of solutions they've
implemented.

Renewal Training

• Plan for renewal training which gathers
the learning from multiple groups and
exposes it to other groups.
• Perform periodic audits of the platform to
discover what features are not being
utilized and which features are not being
utilized correctly.

Formally defining your intention to review
progress from a user adoption standpoint can
encourage the health review of the solution and
what additional training is required.
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Navigation, Taxonomy, and Search
The final sets of considerations for your governance plan are those related to finding information ‐ those related to
navigation, taxonomy, and search. They are important for the long term adoption of SharePoint because they are the
framework by which users find the information that they are looking for when they don't know where it's located.
Navigation, Taxonomy, and Search
Item

What To Do

Why To Do It

Site Directories

• Define the structure of the site directories
including the major groupings and
associations.
• Develop a linking strategy between
different types of sites such as enterprise,
divisional, departmental, team, etc.

Defining a structure for how sites will be
organized is an essential part of helping users
find the information they need. Developing a
linking strategy is necessary when a single
directory becomes to unwieldy to manage as a
one entity.

Content Types

• Define core content types in the
organization
• Define key fields to link documents and
operational systems

Consistency, which leads to a greater ability to
locate information, can be encouraged through
the use of standardized fields through standard
content types.

Search Locations

• Establish content sources to the file
based repositories in the organization.
• Use the Business Data Catalog to allow
searching of business data

Search is an immensely powerful tool which can
be essential in being able to find information
throughout the enterprise. The more content
SharePoint search can index, the easier it will be
for users to find the information they're looking
for.

Search Relevancy

• Define who will be responsible for core
relevancy settings
• Implement organizational enhancements
of the noise words file, thesaurus file, and
keyword best bets

Although search relevancy has dramatically
improved in the SharePoint 2007 platform,
additional efficiencies can be gained by fine
tuning search for the organization.

Defining Success
SharePoint technologies governance is a broad need with guidance needed in many different areas. By developing a
minimally sufficient governance plan that emphasizes expectation setting and communication, you can have a successful
adoption of SharePoint technologies while maintaining an appropriate amount of control.
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